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ABSTRACT

Radar data in some frontal systems passing over the Sierra Nevada of California show large variance on

scales of ;10 km. The most prominent features are a few kilometers in scale and are similar to small-scale

precipitation cells embedded in fronts seen over other mountain ranges. Other frontal systems crossing the

Sierras are characterized by more uniform air motions. Updrafts in large-variance storms have characteristics

of shear-induced turbulence, although buoyant instability may also contribute. Large-variance storms occur

under stronger upstreamwinds and vertically integrated cross- and along-barrier moisture fluxes. Rain gauges

indicate that large-variance storms have precipitation greater than smaller-variance storms. Stronger hori-

zontal moisture fluxes may provide greater mean upslope condensation rates; however, it is hypothesized that

accelerated microphysical processes are needed to most efficiently convert the condensate into precipitation

that falls out on the lower slopes before being carried downstream. Radar data indicate that the turbulence

embodied in the cellular motions of the large-variance cases is consistent with microphysical enhancement

resulting from updraft elements producing pockets of liquid water conducive to riming and coalescence. In

addition, radar spectrum-width data show that the cells contain strong subcell-scale turbulence conducive to

particle collisions and aggregation. Polarimetric radar data just below the 08C level show large raindrops in the

cells, consistent with aggregation occurring in cells just above the melting layer. It is hypothesized that such

enhanced microphysical processes in large-variance cases hasten the growth and fallout in the regions of

maximum condensation over the windward slopes.

1. Introduction

Frontal systems associated with baroclinic waves are

responsible for most of the precipitation that occurs in

the midlatitudes (Baumgartner and Reichel 1975). In

their eastward path, these storms occasionally encounter

mountain ranges (e.g., the EuropeanAlps, the mountain

ranges in western North America, the Andes, and the

New ZealandAlps). As the low-level airflow encounters

the terrain, the storm’s precipitation is rearranged, often

being greatly enhanced on the windward slope and

suppressed in the lee (Smith 1979). Themechanisms that

produce windward precipitation enhancement depend

on both the dynamical behavior of the flow as it en-

counters the terrain and the microphysics of particle

growth (Houze 2012). The dynamic aspects depend on

the upstream characteristics of the flow and on the

terrain configuration, while the microphysical aspects

determine how much and how quickly cloud water is

converted into precipitation and how fast precipitation

falls (Smith et al. 2005).

An important microphysical consideration is that the

water condensed by the terrain-forced upward motion

must be converted quickly and efficiently to rapidly

falling precipitation particles in order to reach the

mountainside before being carried over the peak of the

terrain. Jiang and Smith (2003), Smith (2003), Smith and

Barstad (2004), Barstad and Smith (2005), and Roe and

Baker (2006) have parameterized the microphysical

aspects of the process by prescribing microphysical time

scales of how fast cloud water (and/or ice) is converted

to precipitation and how fast the precipitation falls.

Shorter time scales represent a greater cloud-to-precipitation

conversion rate so that the horizontal component of the

falling precipitation particle trajectories will be shorter,

allowing the orographically condensed water to reach

the ground on the windward side of the mountain. This

type of parameterization is practical and useful if
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accurately tuned, but it does not address the physics that

determine the time scale.

The airflow dynamics have been explored using both

simple upslope modeling (e.g., Smith 1979) and meso-

scale numerical models (e.g., Jiang 2003; Colle 2004,

2008). Such calculations in simplified frameworks have

proven useful in exploring the effect that upstream flow

characteristics and terrain dimensions have on the

amount and distribution of precipitation. However, as

will be highlighted in this paper, there is observational

evidence that some factors that are often excluded in the

upslope and mesoscale numerical frameworks may also

be important in controlling the quantity and location of

precipitation over mountainous terrain.

The past studies of Houze and Medina (2005, here-

after HM05), Medina et al. (2005), and Medina et al.

(2007) have found similar and repeatable observations

over theOregonCascades and theAlps when themiddle

sector1 of statically neutral or stable storms passed over

the terrain:

d The cross-barrier low-level flow does not rise over the

terrain; instead it is either retarded or blocked.
d The cross-barrier flow increases sharply with height,

such that at higher levels, it is able to cross the terrain.
d A strong layer of cross-barrier vertical shear is ob-

served near the terrain; the shear layer slopes upward

over the windward slope.
d Vertically pointing radars located on the windward

slopes show that collocated with the shear layer are

intermittent elements ;1–5km wide with updrafts

;1–3ms21.

These observations are illustrated in the conceptual

model presented in HM05 and reproduced in Fig. 1. We

refer in the present paper to the overturning elements

and their associated signatures in the radar reflectivity

field as cells. This conceptual model also embodies inter-

pretations regarding the microphysical enhancement of

precipitation, which include the following:

d The inference that the small-scale precipitation cells

are a result of shear dynamic instability and that they

are turbulent in nature, since they occur within a shear

layer without significant moist static instability.

d The inferred updrafts produce pockets of high liquid

water content, where precipitation growth by coales-

cence and riming is enhanced as preexisting particles

fall from the higher levels of the storm cloud.
d Aggregation of ice particles is increased as the differ-

ential velocity between ice particles is increased by

turbulence associated with the precipitation cells.
d The accretion processes (coalescence, riming, and

aggregation) produce particles that are sufficiently

heavy and rapidly falling that they do not have a

chance to drift over themountain ridge but instead fall

quickly on the windward slope, contributing to the

windward precipitation enhancement.

These interpretations are consistent with the early

and largely unpublished observations of Farber (1972),2

who extensively analyzed airborne and ground-based

data of multiple baroclinic storms moving from the Pa-

cific Ocean over western Washington during the Cas-

cade Project (Hobbs et al. 1973, 1975). Farber (1972)

examined the progression as the different sectors of

the storms moved over the Cascade Mountains. When

the middle (what he called ‘‘transitional’’) sector of the

storms moved over the windward slopes, he noted:

d a large amount of turbulence,
d large variability in the concentration of the snow

aggregates,
d high liquid water content (0.5–2.0 gm23),
d riming and graupel particles, and
d large enhancement of precipitation.

He further reported that as the middle sector of the

frontal systems moved over the windward slopes,

FIG. 1. Conceptual model of the dynamical and microphysical

mechanisms responsible for the orographic enhancement of pre-

cipitation in storms with a shear layer separating retarded flow at

lower levels from stronger cross-barrier flow aloft (from HM05).

1 FollowingMedina et al. (2007) (see their Fig. 1), the early sector

is the first to past over a surface site; it is characterized by warm

advection and often contains a warm front that slopes down toward

the center of the storm. The middle sector is the portion of the

storm where the warm advection transitions to cold advection. In

this sector the warm front often reaches the surface, and cold and

occluded frontal structures may occur. The late sector is in the cold,

unstable zone behind the cold and/or occluded front. 2 Some of his results were published in Hobbs (1975).
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‘‘pockets of moisture’’ were observed and that the

‘‘pockets of excessively high crystal concentration ap-

pear to be directly proportional to the amount of tur-

bulence in the region. This, in turn, is proportional to the

vertical velocities of the air’’ Farber (1972, p. 624). In

association with the occurrence of pockets of moisture

and high concentration of ice crystals and aggregates,

Farber (1972) observed short periods of very high pre-

cipitation rates. He proposed that the large turbulence

originated from the cross-barrier flow passing over local

topographical features as well as from the strong vertical

wind shear within the cross-barrier flow.

In this study, we focus on the conditions observed

during the passage of the middle or frontal sectors of

storms over the windward slopes of the Sierra Nevada

in California (Fig. 2a). This sector produces most of the

precipitation and is strongly modified during its pas-

sage over the mountain range. We examine data taken

over the windward slopes and we will show that these

data are consistent with the observations and in-

ferences of Farber (1972) and HM05. We will 1) show

that when the crest level cross-barrier and low level

along-barrier components of the wind are strong, the

storms contain shear layers and intermittent turbulent

updraft elements similar to those seen in other parts of

the world; 2) gain a better understanding of the ther-

modynamic and kinematic conditions that are associ-

ated with the presence of the cells; and 3) obtain radar

indication of the microphysical processes that would be

consistent with the cells.

FIG. 2. (a),(b) Orography of observational area with relevant geographical features and sites. (b) A zoom in over the

region indicated with a black square in (a). (c) A mean cross section 30 km wide along the black line in (b).
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2. Data and methodology

The dataset used in this study comes from the Hy-

drometeorology Testbed (HMT-West) that the U.S.

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

(NOAA) conducted in the Sierra Nevada (Ralph et al.

2005). In this study, we use data from the winter seasons

of 2005/06, 2006/07, and 2007/08. The main source of

data is the vertically pointing S-band radar located at

Alta (ATA in Fig. 2b). To have the most extensive data-

set possible, this study used all the ATA radar data,

which extended from 16 November 2005 to 25 April

2006, from 26 October 2006 to 7 May 2007, and from

15 November 2007 to 25 March 2008. The radar’s oper-

ation is described in White et al. (2000). The radar

operated in three different modes known as cloud,

precipitation, and attenuatedmodes, which are described

in Williams et al. (2007). The data from the three modes

were optimally combined into one single profile by using

information from each of the three individual modes,

but only in the regions where they each are valid (White

et al. 2003). The combined dataset has a temporal res-

olution of 1min and a vertical spatial resolution of 60m.

The reflectivity data can only be used in a qualitative

manner since it was not calibrated as there was not a

disdrometer at the site (D. Kingsmill 2013, personal

communication). In addition to the combined dataset,

this study uses Doppler radial velocity data from the

precipitation (also known as light precipitation) mode,

which has temporal resolution of ;2min and vertical

spatial resolution of 60m. This mode had intermediate

sensitivity and collected data in the vertical levels of

interest (from the ground to about 5–6km).3 For the

Doppler radial velocity analysis, this mode is preferred

to the combined mode, which has slight discontinuities

at the levels where the different modes are seamed

together.

The locations of all of the other instruments used in

this study are indicated in Fig. 2b. As part of the HMT-

West project, surface meteorology and precipitation

gauge observations were collected at ATA, Sloughhouse

(SHS), Colfax (CFC), and Blue Canyon (BLU). These

stations collected surface information on temperature,

relative humidity, precipitation, wind, and water vapor

mixing ratio. The sampling period of the observations

was 2min.4 Special HMT-West soundings launched from

SHS were also used. The temperature, relative humidity,

and zonal and meridional wind measurements in the

soundings were remapped to a regular 0.05-km vertical

grid and filtered with a 0.25-km runningmean to facilitate

the calculation of derivatives. The X-band dual-

polarimetric radar data (XPOL; Matrosov 2010) col-

lected as part of the HMT-West were also used. The

XPOL scanning strategy consisted of plan-position in-

dicator (PPI) scans over the sector to the north of the

radar and a few range–height indicator (RHI) scans over

the mountains to the northeast of the radar with an up-

date cycle of 4min. Data from the National Weather

Service (NWS) Weather Surveillance Radar-1988

Dopplers (WSR-88Ds) at Sacramento (KDAX) and

Beale (KBBX), as well as North American Regional

Reanalysis (NARR; Mesinger et al. 2006), are used to

give context to the detailed observations.

This study focuses on the conditions observed when

the middle sector of a storm moves over the windward

slopes. The characteristics of the radar vertical profiles

at a specific point, rather than the synoptic features, are

used to identify the periods of interest. Medina et al.

(2007) found that when the middle sector of a storm

passes over the windward slope of a mountain, the re-

flectivity profile as observed by a vertically pointing ra-

dar consists of a vertically continuous layer extending

from the mountainside up to a height of about 5–6 km

and that the middle of the storm takes several hours to

pass overhead (see section 3b). To identify such condi-

tions in the vertically pointing ATA dataset, we found

all the spans of data that satisfied the following criteria:

d The precipitation was relatively deep, that is, the

reflectivity was greater than 0dBZ at all the gates

below 4km.
d These conditions persisted for more than 2h.

We will refer to these spans of data as periods. A total of

65 such periods were found, lasting anywhere between 2

and 21 h.5 Although all of the periods were analyzed, we

use four of them to illustrate the characteristics of the

periods of interest and to exemplify the methodology

(sections 3 and 4).

3. Illustrative case studies

This section describes the features of four illustrative

periods that occurred on 30–31 December 2005 [case 1,

studied by Reeves et al. (2008); Smith et al. (2010)],

3 Unless otherwise stated, all heights are above mean sea

level (MSL).
4Wind information and water vapor mixing ratio were not col-

lected at ATA.

5 The selected thresholds best captured the periods of interest

that were first identified visually by their precipitation structure.

Tests were made using different thresholds and it was found that

the thresholds had an impact on the number of periods found.

However, the nature of the conclusions is not sensitive to the

thresholds used.
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4 January 2008 (case 2), 2–3 January 2006 (case 3), and

21–22 December 2006 (case 4). These cases represent

opposite ends of the air motion spectrum observed

during all the periods, as will be shown in section 5. The

selected cases were notable in terms of their longevity,

which is useful to illustrate the methodology.

a. Synoptic and thermodynamic characteristics

Cases 1–4 happened as baroclinic shortwave troughs

were approaching the coast and interior of California,

and low-level plumes of moisture in the form of

‘‘atmospheric rivers’’ (Zhu and Newell 1998) impinged

upon the California coast (Figs. 3a,c and 4a,c). The

moisture plume intersected the coast near central

California, in particular near the San Francisco Bay

area (388N, 1228W) for all cases except for case 3, where

the moisture plume reached the coast farther to the

south (Fig. 4a). Near the surface, there was south-

westerly flow near the San Francisco Bay area for all

cases except for case 3, where there was a cutoff low

over the area of interest and northeasterly flow

(Figs. 3b,d and 4b,d). Throughout the paper similari-

ties are observed between cases 1 and 2 that contrast

to what was seen during cases 3 and 4. In terms of the

synoptic characteristics over the domain of interest

(Fig. 2), cases 1 and 2 had larger values of precipita-

ble water, stronger near-surface winds, and warmer

temperatures.

FIG. 3. Synoptic setup of case studies as depicted by the NARR data for (a),(b) case 1 at 0300 UTC 31 Dec 2005 and (c),(d) case 2 at

1500 UTC 4 Jan 2008. In (a),(c) 500-hPa geopotential height (60-m interval contours) and precipitable water (shaded) are shown. In

(b),(d) mean sea level pressure (2-hPa interval contours) and 925-hPa air temperature (shaded) are shown.
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Figures 5 and 6 document the characteristics of the

upstream flow conditions as measured at SHS (Fig. 2b),

located in the middle of the California Central Valley

(hereafter Central Valley). Following Neiman et al.

(2010), the wind components relative to the terrain

orientation (a line rotated counterclockwise 208 from

true north) were calculated. Compared to cases 3 and 4,

cases 1 and 2 were characterized by stronger upstream

cross-barrier winds above ;1.5 km, stronger along-

barrier winds, and stronger shear below 1.5 km

(Figs. 5a–c). There was a low-level along-barrier jet in

cases 1 and 2 that was not as prominent in cases 3 and 4

(Fig. 5b). The vertically integrated horizontal water

vapor fluxes (I) (Smith et al. 2003) were calculated using

the cross- and along-barrier components of the wind

(Table 1). In general, the horizontal moisture fluxes

tended to be larger for cases 1 and 2 compared to cases 3

and 4. To evaluate the upstream stability, the dry and

moist squared Brunt–Väisälä frequencies (N2
d and N2

m;

Durran and Klemp 1982) are shown (Figs. 6b,c). The

relative humidity (RH) (Fig. 6a) is considered in calcu-

lating the effective stability:N2
e 5 N2

m if RH. 90% and

N2
e 5 N2

d, otherwise (Fig. 6d). The N2
e profiles indicate

that for the most part the upstream flow was statically

stable for all cases. There were layers where the up-

stream flow was either neutral or slightly unstable. The

slightly unstable layers tended to occur a few hundred

meters below the 08C levels (i.e., at levels that corre-

sponded to themelting layers). Instability due tomelting

cooling had probably led to overturning in those

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for (a),(b) case 3 at 1500 UTC 2 Jan 2006 and (c),(d) case 4 at 2100 UTC 21 Dec 2006.
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upstream layers. However, above the melting layer, the

upstream air was stable or near neutral. Thus, in general,

any instability values seen upstream were small and

likely associated with melting, and the air approaching

the mountain range was mostly stable.

b. Vertical structure of radar echoes

Figures 7 and 8 show the vertical structure of the radar

echoes over the windward side of the mountain barrier

during the case studies. Throughout these periods of

storm passage over the Sierras, the ATA vertically

pointing radar (Fig. 2b), located on the middle of the

windward slope, showed vertically continuous and

stratiform echo with a distinct bright band in the melting

layer (Figs. 7a,c and 8a,c). The layer with large vertical

gradients in theDoppler radial velocity values coincided

with the brightband height (Figs. 7b,d and 8b,d) and

occurred as the hydrometeors melted into rapidly falling

raindrops (White et al. 2003). Cases 1 and 2 had prom-

inent bright bands that were very strong and wide at times.

For some of the cases (e.g., for case 1 before 10 UTC

31 December) there was also evidence of a secondary

reflectivity maximum or ‘‘shoulder’’ (Medina et al. 2007;

Kingsmill et al. 2006) around 5-km height that has been

observed in other cases associated with a gravity wave

(Medina et al. 2005). The case studied by Medina et al.

(2005) had the benefit of very detailed airborne radar

observations that allowed a reconstruction of the wind

pattern and the mapping of the flow on the windward and

leeward side of the mountain. In the current study we do

not have that sort of data to map the flow kinematics and

dynamics. Hence, the existence of a similar gravity wave

cannot be verified or ruled out.

4. Air motion estimates

The Doppler radial velocity measured by a vertically

pointing radar is the sum of the vertical air motion and the

reflectivity-weighted mean hydrometeor fall speed. In the

study of HM05, cells above the bright band exhibited

Doppler radial velocity values that were strongly upward

and thus unambiguously indicated upward air motions,

FIG. 5. Upstream vertical profiles of (a) cross-barrier winds, (b) along-barrier winds,

(c) magnitude of total shear, and (d) direction of total shear from SHS soundings collected

during case 1 (0502 UTC 31 Dec 2005), case 2 (1100 UTC 4 Jan 2008), case 3 (1659 UTC 2 Jan

2006), and case 4 (1902 UTC 21 Dec 2006). The shear in (d) is not relative to the terrain

orientation. In (a) a profile of cross-barrier wind derived from XPOL RHI data during case 1

(0509 UTC 31 Dec 2005) is included. The RHI collected at azimuth angle 478 was used and the

profile was derived by averaging ranges between 10 and 15 km from the radar.
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making it unnecessary to go through the exercise of re-

moving the particle fall speeds. Suchwas not the case in the

present study. The separation of the air motions is, there-

fore, subtler here and we use two different methods to es-

timate the air motions from the vertically pointing data for

each individual time and height pixel:

d Perturbation radial velocity (proxy A): The 15-min

running mean Doppler radial velocity is calculated

and then subtracted from the actual Doppler radial

velocity. This method assumes the perturbations are

produced by up and down air motions.
d Fall speed correction (proxyB): The fall speed is assumed

to be a function of the reflectivity, as proposed by Atlas

et al. (1973). The relationships used are y 5 0.817Z0�063

for snow and y 5 2.6Z0�107 for rain, where y is the fall

speed (ms21) and Z is the reflectivity (mm6m23) (Atlas

et al. 1973). The brightband height (BBH) is calcu-

lated by the method described in appendix A and is

used to distinguish between rain and snow. A smooth

(linear) transition is applied over a layer 0.5 km deep

across the bright band to eliminate discontinuities.

Proxy B for the vertical air motion is obtained by

subtracting the hydrometeor fall speed from the

actual Doppler radial velocity.

These methods were applied to the Doppler radial ve-

locity data obtained with the light precipitation mode;

however, the reflectivity data used are from the combined

dataset (section 2).6 As will be shown in section 5, we are

not interested in the true vertical air motion, but rather

on a measure of its variance, and proxies A and B give

consistent estimates of the variability of the air motions.

Figure 9 (Fig. 10) shows vertical air motion proxies A and

B for cases 1 and 2 (cases 3 and 4). TheBBH (appendixA)

is shown with black dots. For cases 1 and 2, the proxies

show distinct temporal variability on the scale of;10min,

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but depicting (a) relative humidity, and squared Brunt–Väisälä fre-

quencies: (b) dry (N2
d), (c) moist (N2

m), and (d) effective (N2
e );N

2
e 5N2

m if RH. 90% andN2
e 5

N2
d , otherwise. The dashed horizontal lines in (d) mark the 08C level.

TABLE 1. Vertically integrated horizontal water vapor fluxes I for

the cases shown in Fig. 5.

Case

Cross-barrier I

(kgm21 s21)

Along-barrier I

(kgm21 s21)

1 996 275

2 449 592

3 21 171

4 341 66
6 The reflectivity pixel closest in time to the Doppler radial ve-

locity time stamp is used.
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particularly at the times and heights indicated by the red

ovals (Fig. 9). The areas where there is temporal vari-

ability on the order of;10min have a depth that is not

confined to the melting layer, so melting layer cooling

can probably be ruled out as a cause. This temporal

scale corresponds to a spatial scale of;12 km if a cross-

barrier wind of 20m s21 (Fig. 5) is assumed. Cases 1 and

2 proxies tend to fall in the range of 24 to 13m s21. In

contrast, the proxies from cases 3 and 4 show smaller

values and less degree of temporal variability (Fig. 10).

The structure of the air motions seen in cases 1 and 2

are similar to those inferred above the bright band by

HM05 and Medina et al. (2007) over other mountain

ranges. The upward cells inferred in cases 1 and 2 seem

FIG. 7. Time series ofATAvertically pointing radar data for (a),(b) case 1 and (c),(d) case 2. (a),(c)Reflectivity and

(b),(d) Doppler radial velocity are shown, where positive (negative) values indicate flow away from (toward) the

radar. Time (UTC) runs from right to left.

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 7, but for (a),(b) case 3 and (c),(d) case 4.
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to have larger spatial scales than those seen in these

previous studies, which were 1–3 km.7

To obtain a measure of the variance associated with

each of the proxies, a layer average of the proxies is

calculated from the BBH to the echo top (i.e., in the

snow layer). Layer averages from the surface to the

BBH were also computed; however, these are not used

here because they are much noisier than the proxy es-

timates above the bright band, probably because of the

complexity of processes that occur below the bright

band associated with melting and diabatic cooling.8

Figures 11 and 12 show the layer averages of proxies A

and B for the snow region. To show the detail of the

data, the periods are displayed in several panels, each

spanning 5 h. These figures illustrate that within each

period, the temporal variability of proxies A and B is

similar. The correlation coefficient between the two

proxies is shown in the upper-right corner of each panel.

The variance of the layer-averaged proxies during the

corresponding 5-h windows is shown in the lower-left

corner of each panel. Layer-averaged proxy A has smaller

variances than those of proxy B since it is by construction a

deviation from a 15-min running mean and, therefore, the

ranges that it can attain are in general more constrained

than those of proxy B. The layer-averaged proxies are

much smaller for cases 3 and 4 and tend to have smaller

variances than for cases 1 and 2 (cf. Figs. 12 and 11).

5. Variance in air motion estimates

For illustrative purposes, the above analysis has focused

on four case studies. However, the methodology described

in section 4 has been applied to all 65 periods of interest

(section 2). To facilitate the analysis and to assure that all

the information receives equivalent weight regardless of the

duration of a period, the periods are subdivided into 2-h

segments. Since a period may contain more than one

segment, some of these segments are not totally in-

dependent from each other. Out of a total 117 seg-

ments, it was possible to identify the position of the 08C
level in 89 of them; hence, the ensuing analysis was

applied to these segments, which represent 178 h of

data (see appendix B).9 The layer-averaged proxies

over the snow layer were first calculated. Then the

variance of the layer-averaged proxies during each of

the segments was calculated. Figure 13 shows these

variances arranged in chronological order. As seen in

the case studies, the variances of proxy B tend to be

larger than those of proxy A. The variances of both

proxies for the most part change in a similar way from

segment to segment.

The case studies discussed earlier are displayed in the

context of the whole dataset in Fig. 13. Cases 1 and 2

consist of segments 19–28 and 80–83, respectively, which

have relatively large variances. Cases 3 and 4 consist of

segments 29–32 and 62–64, respectively, which have very

small variances. Those case studies were chosen because

they were long lasting and they illustrate opposite ends of

the spectrum in terms of temporal variability of the air

motion estimates. All of the large-variance (small vari-

ance) segments exhibit vertically pointing radar signa-

tures of reflectivity, radial Doppler velocity, and air

motions proxies that are qualitatively similar to the sig-

natures seen in cases 1 and 2 (cases 3 and 4).

6. Composite analysis by degree of variance in the
air motions

This section presents composite analyses aimed at

determining if there are differences in environmental

conditions and precipitation metrics associated with

segments with large and small degrees of variance in

the air motion estimates. To this end, the segments are

ordered by degree of variance and then they are di-

vided in two groups: the top 44 segments are labeled as

large variance and the remaining 45 as small variance.

After subdividing the dataset in such a way, it turned

out that the variance threshold between categories was

about 0.025 (0.045)m2 s22 for proxy A (proxy B) for the

2-h segments presented in appendix B. For the most

part, the results obtained using exclusively proxy A are

presented; however, the results and conclusions are

insensitive to the proxy used. (Table B1 in appendix B

indicates whether a segment belongs to the small- or

large-variance category.)

7 In comparing with previous studies, it is important to consider

that the temporal resolution of the vertically pointing radar data

used here is much less than that in HM05 (3–8 s) and in Medina

et al. (2007) (30 s). The scale of the variations in underlying to-

pography might also be different here than in the previously

studied cases.
8 The lack of calibration of the reflectivity data is probably also

responsible for the noisiness of the proxyB averages in the rain region.

However, since there is less variability in the fall speed of snow, the

calibration issue is less acute in the layer above the bright band.

9 The algorithm described in appendix A was used to identify the

BBH. For 36 segments, this algorithm could not identify a bright

band, which would have prevented the calculation of proxy B.

However, by visually inspecting the vertically pointing data of

these segments and by perusing nearby soundings, it was possible to

determine with certainty that eight of these segments consisted

exclusively of snow. Those segments were included in the analysis

along with the segments in which bright bands were identified.
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a. Thermodynamic and wind characteristics

Composite soundings taken upstream at SHS are used

to investigate environmental differences between the

small- and large-variance categories. For each segment,

we sought the SHS sounding obtained during the 6 h

prior to the start of the segment. If more than one

sounding was available, we used the one for which the

launch time was closest to the start of the segment. If no

such sounding existed, then we excluded that segment

from the analysis of this subsection. Thirty-eight seg-

ments had associated soundings and they were split

evenly between large- and small-variance composites

(see appendix B). Cross- and along-barrier wind com-

ponents are considerably larger for the large-variance

composite in the layers between 0.8–2.6 and 0.0–

2.0 km, respectively (Figs. 14a,b). The total shear is

also considerably larger for the large-variance com-

posite in the layer between 0 and 1.5 km (Fig. 14c). The

levels highlighted as having considerable differences are

those in which the composite mean of one category is

more than one standard deviation away from the other

category.

The temperature and mixing ratio profiles indicate

that the large-variance composite is on average 1.78C
warmer and 0.6 g kg21 moister than the small-variance

composite between the surface and 5km (Figs. 15a,b).

Figure 16 shows the vertically integrated horizontal

water vapor fluxes for the all the segments that had a

SHS assigned to them.On average (horizontal lines), the

moisture fluxes are 2–3 times larger for the large-

variance composite compared with the small-variance

composite for both wind components for both proxies.

The cross- and along-barrier moisture fluxes have simi-

lar order of magnitude, suggesting that both are im-

portant in transporting moisture, which is consistent

with the findings of Smith et al. (2010) and Kingsmill

et al. (2013). For the large-variance composite, the

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 9 but for (a),(b) case 3 and (c),(d) case 4.

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 7, but showing air motion (a),(c) proxy A and (b),(d) proxy B (section 4). Positive (negative)

values indicate upward (downward) motion. The radar bright band is indicated by the black dots. The red ovals

indicate times when the time variability is especially large.
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along-barrier mean moisture flux is about 20%–30%

larger than the cross-barrier flux since the along-barrier

wind component is quite large at lower levels (red lines

Fig. 14b).

The effective stability data for both composites are

relatively similar and indicate for the most part that the

upstream air was statically stable (Fig. 15c), with only a

few observations indicating a small degree of upstream

FIG. 11. Averages of air motion proxies from the

BBH to the echo top for (a)–(d) case 1 and (e),(f) case

2. The data are displayed in several panels, each

spanning 5 h. For each panel, the variance for each

proxy is shown at the lower-left corner. The correla-

tion coefficient between the proxies is also shown.

Time (UTC) runs from right to left.
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instability. The levels at which the instability occurred

were normally located a few hundred meters below the

08C level (not shown), further suggesting that the weak

instability was associated with melting. Therefore, the

cells observed over the windward slope far above the

bright band (e.g., Fig. 9) in the large-variance category

are unlikely to have been buoyant. We note further that

the two composites have similar stability and cells were

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 11, but for (a),(b) case 3 and (c),(d) case 4.

FIG. 13. Variance of the air motion proxies averaged vertically from theBBH to the echo top for all

the segments found in the dataset. The x axis enumerates the segments in chronological order.
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not observed for the most part in the small-variance

category. The larger low-level shear in the large-

variance category suggests that the intermittent up-

drafts seen could have been shear induced. Although in

Fig. 14c the strongest shear in the large-variance cate-

gory is restricted to levels below 1.5 km, it is important to

note that these measurements were collected inside the

Central Valley. There is evidence from observations and

mesoscale numerical model experiments that similar shear

layers would rise over the terrain when they encounter the

windward slope [e.g., Figs. 9b and 16b of Medina et al.

(2005) and Fig. 12b of Kingsmill et al. (2013)].

b. Rain rates and precipitation amounts

Given the difference in horizontal moisture fluxes,

it would be expected that more total condensation

would have occurred in large-variance cases as the

flow approaches the windward slopes compared to the

small-variance cases. If the condensation is able to

fall quickly on the windward slopes, then the pre-

cipitation would also be expected to be higher in these

cases. Figure 17 presents surface composite analyses

of rain gauge data for time segments with small and

large variance in the air motions. The precipitation

observations collected when T , 18C are not reliable

and they have been ignored.10 The mean rain rate and

accumulated precipitation are shown in Figs. 17a and

17b, respectively. The data from SHS, located at zero

elevation (Fig. 17c), suggest that the large-variance

segments precipitate more before reaching the Sierra

Nevada. However, it is hard to draw definitive con-

clusions based on just one station. Perhaps a more

robust conclusion may be drawn by looking at the

data from all three high-elevation stations (CFC,

ATA, and BLU). They all indicate that the pre-

cipitation metrics are higher for the larger-variance

composite and this result also holds for proxy B

(not shown).

These results are consistent with the fact that the

large-variance composites have larger moisture fluxes

(Fig. 16). However, we would like to address whether

the difference in precipitation observed in the small- and

FIG. 14. Composite profiles of SHS sounding associated with segments classified as having

large (red) and small (blue) degree of variance in proxy A. The variables shown are (a) cross-

barrier wind, (b) along-barrier wind, and (c) magnitude of total shear. The solid lines are mean

values and the lines with crosses denote themean plus/minus the standard deviation.A 0.15-km

running mean was applied to the composite means to obtain smoother profiles.

10 Overall 11% of the rain gauge observations were ignored

because of this issue. The small-variance segments had 12%–15%

more observations ignored because of this issue than the large-

variance segments.
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large-variance categories is exclusively due to the dif-

ferent moisture fluxes. To this end, we compare the

precipitation metrics for segments that have similar

moisture fluxes but a different degree of variance (those

segments inside the gray rectangles in Fig. 16). First we

look at the mean precipitation for segments that have

similar cross-barrier moisture fluxes (Fig. 18a). The

large-variance segments have higher precipitation. Al-

though their cross-barrier moisture fluxes are similar,

the along-barrier moisture fluxes are considerably higher

for the larger-variance segments, which could account for

the precipitation difference (Table 2). Nowwe look at the

mean precipitation for segments that have similar along-

barrier moisture fluxes (Fig. 18b). The large-variance

segments have considerably more precipitation over the

windward slopes that the small-variance segments. Al-

though their along-barrier moisture fluxes are similar, the

cross-barrier moisture fluxes are substantially higher for

the larger-variance segments (Table 3), which likely ac-

counts for the higher precipitation.

Ideally, we would like to compare segments with very

similar vertically integrated cross- and along-barrier

moisture fluxes. Unfortunately, the number of seg-

ments that satisfy this condition is very small, only eight

of them (six belonging to the small-variance category

and two to the large-variance category). Nevertheless,

we found that for these few segments, the precipitation

observed over the stations on the windward slopes is

about 13% higher for the large-variance cases. Al-

though it is not possible to draw definitive conclusions

based on this small number of observations, the anal-

ysis suggest that it is plausible that when controlling for

moisture fluxes the large-variance cases produce;13%

more precipitation.

Finally, it is worth noting that the segments that have

the strongest cross-barrier moisture flux (large-variance

segments in Fig. 18b; Table 3) have the largest pre-

cipitation metrics over the windward slopes.

7. Inferred airflow in large-variance cases

The available observations suggest that for the

large-variance cases, the conditions are highly three-

dimensional and that a simplified upslope model

(Smith 1979) may not capture the main features of the

flow. Smith et al. (2010) conducted a detailed model-

ing study of the large-variance case 1 (section 3). They

found that during the time span that we are in-

vestigating in this study (Figs. 7a,b), the low-level flow

entered the Central Valley from the San Francisco

Bay area through the Carquinez Strait in the Coastal

Range. This low-level flow was diverted northward

FIG. 15. As in Fig. 14, but showing (a) temperature, (b) mixing ratio, and (c) N2
e .
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FIG. 16. Vertically integrated horizontal water vapor fluxes from SHS soundings associated

with segments classified as having large (red circle) and small (blue cross) degree of variance in

(a),(b) proxy A and (c),(d) proxy B. In (a),(c) the cross-barrier wind component is used, while

in (b),(d) the along-barrier wind component is used. The horizontal lines indicate the average

values for each composite. The data in the areas shaded in gray are used to construct Fig. 18.

The segments in the x axis are ranked by their degree of variance within each composite

category.
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inside the Central Valley and formed the along-barrier

low-level jet seen in Fig. 5b (red dots). At higher levels,

the flow rose over the Coastal Range, the barrier jet, and

the Sierra Nevada [Fig. 23b of Smith et al. (2010)]. The

wind components in the large-variance composite in-

dicate that the existence of a low-level along-barrier jet

is a general feature of such cases (red profile in Fig. 14b)

as it has been documented in many studies of Sierra

Nevada precipitation (e.g., Marwitz 1987; Neiman et al.

2010; Kingsmill et al. 2013; Neiman et al. 2013). These

studies also showed that the cross-barrier flow rises over

the barrier jet, which forms an effective mountain lying

upwind of the actual mountain range [e.g., Fig. 15 of

Kingsmill et al. (2013), Fig. 13 of Neiman et al. (2013)].

When the flow is split in this manner, the low-level

cross-barrier flow does not directly rise over the wind-

ward slopes, and it may therefore be inappropriate to

calculate an associated precipitation efficiency (Jiang and

Smith 2003).

8. Precipitation structure

The analysis in section 6b indicates that segments with

large variance in the air motions over the windward

slopes are associated with higher rain rates and larger

precipitation accumulations than those occurring during

small-variance segments. The data further indicate that

this may be the case even when controlling for the

horizontal moisture fluxes. In this section, we examine

the precipitation structures seen by scanning radars in

large- and small-variance cases. We will present displays

of PPI conical scans from the XPOL and NEXRAD

radars at KBBX and KDAX at the base of the Sierras

(Fig. 2). In all the figures based on these scanning radars,

we use amagenta dot with a white outline to indicate the

position of the ATA vertically pointing radar.

a. Bands

Figures 19 and 20 show XPOL radar snapshots ob-

tained during cases 1 and 3, respectively.11 The small-

variance period (case 3) will be discussed first. It had a

relatively simple precipitation structure consisting of

widespread stratiform echo as shown in the attenuation-

corrected reflectivity (Z) field (Fig. 20a). The high-

reflectivity ring located at about the 22-km range from

the radar is the bright band marking the melting layer.

By considering the scan angle, the altitude of the radar,

FIG. 17. Surface station (a) mean rain rate and (b) mean accumulated precipitation during

segments classified as having large (red) and small (blue) degree of variance in proxy A. The

circles show the mean values, while the error bars denote the mean plus/minus the standard

deviation. Occasionally the lower error bars would lie below the zero line, therefore, they were

set to zero to make them physically reasonable. The percentage numbers on the plot indicate

the difference between the large- and small-variance metrics. The elevations of the stations are

shown in (c) and the horizontal distances from each station to SHS are shown on the x axis.

11 There were no XPOL data available for cases 2 and 4.
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and the range of interest, it is possible to estimate the

corresponding vertical height. In this case a bright

band at ;22-km range (black semicircle in Fig. 20)

corresponds to a BBH of ;1.6 km, which is consistent

with the vertically pointing radar observations (Fig. 8a).

The Doppler radial velocity indicated easterly flow at

the lower levels at the time shown12 (Fig. 20b). The

attenuation-corrected differential reflectivity (ZDR)

showed a narrow brightband ring (Fig. 20c) and the

uniformly low values of spectrum width throughout the

echo indicated a widespread nonturbulent precipitation

region (Fig. 20d).

For case 1, a large-variance period, the XPOL radar

also indicated widespread echo. However, in this case,

there was a large amount of embedded cellular echo

over the Sierras, and occasionally upstream (Fig. 19a).

The brightband ring was located at ;40 km from the

radar corresponding to a height of ;2.6 km, consis-

tent with the vertically pointing radar observations

(Fig. 7a). A conspicuous feature in the case 1 XPOL

observations was a series of southwest–northeast-

oriented mesoscale bands (408–508 clockwise from true

north, e.g., Fig. 19a) located over the lower Sierra

windward slope. As will be shown later in this section,

the bands were parallel to the wind and nearly per-

pendicular to the shear vector. The bands are on av-

erage 4 km wide and the distance between their axes is

;8 km. The bands are apparent in all XPOL variables

and extend over radial ranges of 10–37 km from the

radar (Fig. 19). Consideration of the scan angle, alti-

tude of the radar, ranges of interest, and beamwidth

suggests that they were being detected somewhere

in the vertical layerL05 0.9–2.8 km. The bands appear

to be quasi stationary when viewed with snapshots that

are ;4min apart, apparently moving only slightly

relative to the terrain.

Some observations point to the bands being a larger-

scale manifestation or organization of the turbulence

associated with the observed shear. The Doppler spec-

trum width field detected by XPOL is an indicator of

small-scale turbulence within a radar sampling volume

(Battan 1973; Doviak and Zrnic 1993; Bringi and

Chandrasekar 2001). Case 1 is characterized by large

Doppler spectrumwidths, which are considerably higher

FIG. 18. Surface station mean accumulated precipitation averaged during subsets of

segments that have similar vertically integrated horizontal water vapor fluxes (those in

shaded gray areas in Fig. 16) but are classified as having either large (red) or small (blue)

degree of variance: (a) cross-barrier component (the mean values shown in Table 2) and

(b) along-barrier component (the mean values are shown in Table 3). The percentage

numbers on the plot indicate the difference between the proxy B large- and small-variance

metrics. (c) As in Fig. 17.

12 About an hour earlier, the KDAX radar (Fig. 2b) showed

southeasterly flow at low levels over the Central Valley; that is, a

similar direction to what was observed in case 1 at the time shown

in Fig. 19b.
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than in case 3 (cf. Figs. 19d and 20d). In addition, the

Doppler radial velocity pattern indicates a large amount

of shear, certainly larger than in case 3 (cf. Figs. 19b and

20b). An analysis of a vertical cross section of the XPOL

Doppler radial velocity indicates that there was large

cross-barrier flow at all vertical levels during case 1 (see

crosses in Fig. 5a). When the Richardson number [Ri [
N2

e /(du/dz)
2] is less than 0.25, shear-induced turbulence

may develop (Miles andHoward 1964) . The effectiveRi

was calculated for the SHS soundings collected near the

times when the bands were observed. Figure 21 shows

that Ri was predominantly subcritical in the layersLA5
0–0.3 km andLB5 0.7–1.9 km. Turner (1973) found that

if there is a layer of thickness h where Ri , 0.25, the

horizontal wavelength l of the most unstable wave is in

the range: 6.3h , l , 7.5h. The layers described above

have thicknesses of hA5 0.3 and hB5 1.2 km.Hence, for

hA, 1.9 , lA , 2.2 km and for hB, 7.6 , lB , 9.0 km.

Layer LB overlaps closely with the layer L0 (i.e., the

layer where the radar mesoscale bands with 8-km

wavelength were observed) and there is also good

agreement in terms of the expected wavelength lB.

The vertical layer within which the bands occurred

according to the radar (L0 5 0.9–2.8 km) and the crit-

ical layer found in the SHS soundings (LB 5 0.7–

1.9 km) overlap in the region L 5 0.9–1.9 km. We use

this layer to calculate vertical averages of SHS

soundings collected near the times of occurrence of the

bands (Table 4). These averages indicate that the

bands were parallel to the wind and nearly perpen-

dicular to the shear vector.

Brown (1980) found that mesoscale cloud bands in the

boundary layer can form perpendicular to the shear

vector whether the shear is associated with a change in

wind speed or in wind direction. The orientation of the

bands perpendicular to the shear further suggests that

they are a manifestation of Kelvin–Helmholtz billows,

as has been reported by Chapman and Browning (1997,

1999). The radar fields shown in Fig. 19 are similar to the

Kelvin–Helmholtz billows described by Houser and

Bluestein (2011). In addition to the examination of the

bands using PPI scans, it would be illustrative to look for

the signals of the bands in RHI scans. The XPOL radar

collected a few RHI scans over some azimuths to the

northeast (i.e., quasi parallel to the bands). According to

Chapman and Browning (1999), it is necessary to make

RHI radar observations in a direction quasi perpendic-

ular to the billow axes for them to be evident in the

Doppler radial velocity data. Unfortunately, given the

orientation and location of the bands with respect to

the radar, there were no RHIs taken at azimuth angles

that would satisfy this condition.

Although the radar observations and soundings sug-

gest that the bands may have been the result of some

form of mesoscale instability induced by the shear, there

are other observations that point to convective in-

stability. For example, in Fig. 21, there is a layer between

2.0 and 2.6 km where all available soundings indicate

slight buoyant instability, which coincides with the

melting layer, as was discussed in section 3a. Kirshbaum

and Durran (2005) and Kirshbaum et al. (2007) found

orographic bands that were triggered by lee waves that

formed as the flow passed over topographic terrain.

These bands have some resemblance to the bands ob-

served in this study. Strong stability at the lower layer

that may be eventually lifted to saturation over a

mountain and a strongly sheared wind profile that is

almost unidirectional were found to be favorable

conditions for this type of band. Kirshbaum et al.

(2007) also found that directional shear partially sup-

presses this type of band from appearing in the shear-

parallel direction, while at the same time favoring

TABLE 3. The I averaged over the subset of the segments between 100 and 300 kgm21 s21 in Figs. 16b and 16d (shown inside the gray

rectangles).

Proxy

Mean along-barrier I for large-variance (small variance)

segments with similar flux characteristics (kgm21 s21)

Corresponding mean across-barrier I for large-variance

(small variance) segments (kgm21 s21)

A 234 (253) 331 (122)

B 234 (253) 331 (122)

TABLE 2. The I averaged over the subset of the segments between 100 and 300 kgm21 s21 in Figs. 16a and 16c (shown inside the gray

rectangles).

Proxy

Mean cross-barrier I for large-variance (small variance)

segments with similar flux characteristics (kgm21 s21)

Corresponding mean along-barrier I for large-variance

(small variance) segments (kgm21 s21)

A 193 (223) 354 (93)

B 202 (213) 314 (111)
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shear-perpendicular bands. Case 1 analyzed in this pa-

per had strong stability below 0.7 km (red dots in Fig. 6d)

and a high amount of directional shear (red dots in

Figs. 5c,d), suggesting that this type of mechanism may

have been involved in generating the bands observed in

this study. Previous studies have generally found that

quasi-stationary or slowly propagating bands, like the

ones described in this study, have a convective origin

(Miniscloux et al. 2001; Cosma et al. 2002; Kirshbaum

et al. 2007). Since two types of instability are apparent

(shear induced and weak buoyant), it is difficult to assess

the role that each plays in producing the bands. It is

possible that both types of instability contributed to the

formation of the bands. Since the bands are located on

the windward slope and just below the bright band, we

hypothesize that they may occur as heavy orographic

precipitation develops on the windward slopes and later

melts, giving rise to diabatic cooling and buoyant in-

stability. The large amount of shear may organize the

precipitation into bands.

FIG. 19. XPOL radar 3.08 elevation scan representing case 1 (at 0956UTC 31Dec 2005) showing (a)Z; (b) Doppler

radial velocity, where positive (negative) values indicate flow away from (toward) the radar; (c) ZDR; and

(d) spectrum width. The 0.5-, 1.0-, and 1.5-km topographic contours are shown in black, gray, and red lines, re-

spectively. The black semicircle indicates the location of the reflectivity bright band. The magenta dot indicates the

location of ATA.

FIG. 20. As in Fig. 19, but for case 3 (at 1605 UTC 2 Jan 2006).
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Once the bands were identified in the XPOL data, it

was relatively easy to see their signatures on two dif-

ferent WSR-88Ds at different elevation angles and at

different times (Fig. 22). In case 1, the mesoscale bands

seen were consistently observed on the lower windward

slopes of the Sierras (near the;1.0-km terrain contour).

Similar bands were observed in a similar location by the

KDAX radar during case 2 around 1953 UTC 4 January

2008 (not shown). During the second phase of the Im-

provement of Microphysical Parameterization through

Observational Verification Experiment (IMPROVE-2)

project (Stoelinga et al. 2003), we observed similar bands

on the windward slopes of the Oregon Cascades during

baroclinic storms’ passage (e.g., ;1700 UTC 28 No-

vember 2001 and ;2347 UTC 13 December 2001; not

shown). However, in the IMPROVE-2 cases, the ap-

pearance of the bands was subtler than in the Sierra

Nevada cases.

b. Cells

The mesoscale bands observed during case 1 de-

scribed above contain embedded cells on the order of a

few kilometers in scale. We note that the cells appearing

as maxima of reflectivity in Fig. 19a are the same spatial

scale as the vertical up- and downdraft maxima seen in

Figs. 9a and 9b (see regions highlighted with red ovals).

The Doppler radial velocity field in the scanning radar

data (Fig. 19b) confirms that the reflectivity cells cor-

respond to air motion variability on the same scale by

showing air motion perturbations corresponding to the

locations of the reflectivity cells.

One might suspect that the bands discussed above

would have accounted for the up- and downdraft os-

cillations seen in the vertically pointing radar data in

Figs. 9a and 9b. However, the bands appear to be quasi

stationary. In addition, the wind direction in the layer

FIG. 21. Vertical profiles of Richardson number for selected SHS soundings collected during

case 1. The only sounding that obtained information above ;3.5 km was the one launched at

0502 UTC 31 Dec 2005. The ones collected at 0801 and 1057 UTC did not extend above 2.5 and

3.5 km, respectively.

TABLE 4. SHS sounding variables and derived measurements averaged over the 0.9–1.9-km layer near the times when the bands were

observed.

SHS sounding Wind speed (m s21) Wind direction (8) Shear (m s21 km21) Shear direction (8) Ri

0502 UTC 31 Dec 2005 21 228 15 305 0.18

0801 UTC 31 Dec 2005 24 217 20 289 0.09

1057 UTC 31 Dec 2005 24 204 15 270 0.04
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of cells is approximately parallel to the orientations of the

bands (red dots in Fig. 5), so they clearly were not rapidly

crossing over the vertically pointing radar site. We find

that the timeswhen therewas a clearly defined reflectivity

band exactly over the vertically pointing radar (e.g., at

0956 UTC 31 December as depicted in Fig. 19) coincide

with particularly strong air motions in proxies A and B

(indicated by large proxy values at the same time in

Fig. 11b). The bands, thus, provide a spatial organization

forwhere the turbulent cells occur.Wehypothesize that it

is the cells and the turbulence within them that are the

most important elements of precipitation enhancement.

The cells are seen in the rain region just below the

bright band, indicating localized regions just below

the melting layer where the rainfall is maximized

on the cellular scale (Fig. 19a). In addition, the cells

appear as maxima in the ZDR field (Fig. 19c). In the

Doppler spectrum width (Fig. 19d) there are large

positive perturbations that mark the cells seen as pos-

itive perturbations of reflectivity, ZDR, and Doppler

radial velocity. These spectrum width perturbations

indicate strong turbulent motions inside the cells, on

scales smaller than the cells themselves. Thus, we see

turbulence on a range of scales, from the mesoscale

bands, to the cells, to the subcellular scale indicated by

the perturbations in Fig. 19d. These latter perturba-

tions indicate a wildly varying air motion field within

the cells.

FIG. 22.WSR-88D data showing (a) reflectivity scan at 1.38 elevation from KDAX at 0952 UTC 31 Dec 2005,

(b) Doppler radial velocity scan at 0.58 elevation from KDAX at 0952 UTC 31 Dec 2005, (c) reflectivity scan at

1.38 elevation from KBBX at 0947 UTC 31 Dec 2005, and (d) Doppler radial velocity scan at 1.38 elevation
from KDAX at 0603 UTC 31 Dec 2005. The 0.5-, 1.0-, and 1.5-km topographic contours are shown in black,

gray, and red lines, respectively. The white circles indicate the locations of the bands. The magenta (cyan) dot

indicates the location of ATA (XPOL). The black dots indicate the location of other NEXRAD radars used in

this study.
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9. Inferred microphysical processes in large-
variance cases

In this section we investigate 1) what microphysical

processes would be consistent with the cellular nature of

the radar observations and 2) what is the likely effect

that these cells would have on the precipitation.

Although there are no in situ microphysical observa-

tions available, radar observations provide a basis for

inferring microphysical processes. Under the conditions

of strong horizontal moisture fluxes toward the Sierras

observed in large-variance cases (Fig. 16), it is expected

that cellular updrafts like those seen in Figs. 9a and 9b

would have been, at least temporarily, the loci of pockets

of newly condensed liquid water. Turbulent cells that

produce pockets of high liquid water content would be

consistent with coalescence and riming. TheZDRmaxima

seen in Fig. 19c indicate that inside the cells just below the

bright band the raindrops had large mean diameters. We

cannot rule out the possibility that coalescence below the

bright band contributed to the size of these drops; how-

ever, the location of the cells just below the bright band

strongly suggests that the large drops had their origin in

the cells above the bright band and the large drops were

formed by themelting of ice particle formed and grown at

temperatures less than 08C. Bright bands are typically

produced when large aggregate snowflakes are melting,

and large drops just below the bright band would be ex-

pected from the melting of snowflakes producing the

bright band. Such behavior is also consistent with the

thick bright bands seen in Figs. 7a and 7c. As shown in

section 8, the radar observations indicate turbulence on a

range of scales. The small-scale turbulence would provide

for differential fall speeds of particles forming and

growing in the cells. If the subcellular-scale motions are

just as turbulent above as below the melting layer, they

should provide highly favorable conditions for aggrega-

tion of ice particles in the cells. The differential fall ve-

locities resulting from turbulence would also contribute

to riming and coalescence within the cells. The cellular

updrafts probably provide pockets of intensified con-

densation, while the subcellular turbulence appears to

favor growth of particles by aggregation, riming, and

coalescence. These processes may produce large particles

that would be more likely to fall out on the windward

slopes rather than being advected up and over the range.

The scanning radar data are thus consistent with the

contention that the flow over the windward slope con-

tained turbulent elements facilitating growth of pre-

cipitation by coalescence, riming, and aggregation.

To assess what impact these cells may have on the

precipitation, we refer to the study of Cannon et al.

(2012). They used a mesoscale numerical model to

compare the precipitation enhancement due to embed-

ded convection (i.e., convection permitting) with what

would have occurred in stably stratified terrain-forced

ascent (i.e., laminar flow). In their calculations, the flows

were marginally unstable and the convection was buoy-

ant. In our cases, the source of convection may be shear

instability, weak buoyant instability, or a combination of

both. Whatever the source of the instability may be, the

study of Cannon et al. (2012) is helpful in assessing the

impact that the cells have on precipitation amount.

Cannon et al. (2012) found that while under the laminar

regime the upward displacements are bounded by the

maximum height of the terrain, in the simulations with

embedded convection they are able to extend much

deeper. For tall and wide ridges (like the Sierra Nevada)

embedded convection allowed for larger upward dis-

placements within moist updrafts. In addition, the em-

bedded convection strongly enhanced the condensation

ratio (the fraction of the incoming water vapor that

condenses to liquid or nucleates/deposits to frozen form).

However, in their convection-permitting simulations,

most of the extra condensate was lost to evaporation due

to mixing and subsidence. Apparently condensation and

evaporation balanced so that embedded convection

yielded virtually no area-averaged enhancement in

precipitation.

However, Cannon et al. (2012) considered only purely

orographically generated precipitation, with condensation

occurring at the time and location where moist flow en-

countered terrain. A key element in the cases that we

describe in the current paper is that they occurred within

midlatitude storms that were already precipitating before

reaching the terrain. Thus, while in Cannon et al. (2012) a

finite time scale was needed to form precipitation, in our

cases precipitation was falling from the storm before it

reached the terrain. We propose that the preexisting

precipitation can efficiently collect the large amount of

condensate generated by overturning cells as the moist

flow rises over the terrain and/or effective barrier. Cannon

et al. (2012, p. 404) noted that ‘‘seeding by falling pre-

cipitation results inmore rapid conversion to precipitation

within orographic cap clouds.’’ As was shown by Bader

and Roach (1977) in their study of storms passing over

small hills, liquid water generated as moist flow rises over

the terrain can be efficiently collected by precipitation

falling from higher-level clouds. The preexisting pre-

cipitation particles in the storms studied here may

provide a ready source of particles to quickly scavenge the

water condensed by turbulent vertical air motions.

The mechanism for enhancement of precipitation de-

scribed in this paper has some similarities to the seeder-

feeder process but we have added some important details

that are not commonly part of a simple seeder-feeder
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process. It is suggested that the turbulent cells produce a

feeder cloud that is not uniform, but instead has pockets

where water contents are locally increased. In addition,

the seeder cloud aloft may also have been not uniform

but instead locally increased by the cells. Because of the

ubiquitous preexisting precipitation particles, we pro-

pose that the washout of the feeder cloud pockets is

very effective. Turbulent downdrafts may produce

some sites where evaporation is promoted. However,

the large preexisting precipitation particles are not

readily evaporated (evaporation of ice particle mass

being inversely proportional to particle dimension).

Thus, we expect that the net effect of the turbulent

motions on the precipitation is positive.

10. Discussion

One shortcoming of the analysis presented in section 6

is that, likemost field experimental projects, it relies on a

small number of surface instruments and infrequent

sounding data. However, the rain gauges were strategi-

cally located in an area of the windward slope charac-

terized by a precipitation maximum on different time

scales, evident both in climatology and individual events

(Reeves et al. 2008). To be able to fully test if large-

variance cases produce more precipitation even when

controlling for moisture fluxes, it would be necessary to

collect more frequent soundings, preferable in regular

intervals, both upstream and over the windward slope. It

would also be helpful to have a denser network of

gauges. To be able to test if overturning cells super-

imposed on a field of preexisting precipitation are more

effective at producing rainfall over a windward slope

than laminar flow, it would be necessary to perform a

study similar to that of Cannon et al. (2012) (discussed in

section 9) but adding preexisting precipitation.

Notwithstanding quantitative proof of the hypotheses

presented at desirably higher significance levels, the

available observational evidence suggests that flow

conditions that favor vertical shears during heavy pre-

cipitating winter stormsmay be a general feature of high

and elongated mountain ranges. For example, when

strong midlatitude cyclones approach the Sierra

Nevada, the cross-barrier wind shear and the along-

barrier low-level wind just upwind of the slope are

stronger than their geostrophic counterparts (Neiman

et al. 2010). A similar behavior has also been observed

in other mountain ranges such as the Alps [Lin et al.

(2005), their Fig. 18a], the Oregon Cascades [Garvert

et al. (2007), their Fig. 19], and the Wasatch Mountains

[Campbell and Steenburgh (2014), their Fig. 21]. Strong

cross-barrier wind shear and along-barrier low-level jets

would contribute to increased vertical shear, which

under the right conditions could produce turbulence.

However, the extent to which these processes may be

important to the precipitation and hydrology remain to

be quantified and a better understanding of the envi-

ronmental conditions that produce them is needed. Field

experiments in a wider range ofmountain ranges exposed

to frontal systems combined with high-resolution mod-

eling are needed to resolve these issues.

11. Conclusions

Turbulent elements in shear layers embedded in the

rainy middle sectors of baroclinic storms passing over the

Washington andOregonCascades and the EuropeanAlps

have been described in studies going back over four de-

cades (Farber 1972; HM05; Medina et al. 2005, 2007).

Progress in understanding the role of these elements has

been slow and incremental. The present study is another

step toward understanding their role in precipitation over

mountain ranges. This study documented the repetitive

occurrence of these features in frontal systems passing

over the California Sierra Nevada. The data collected over

several years of field studies in this region have allowed us

to further document the processes occurring in association

with the verticalmotion cells in these situations.Datawere

collected over the Sierras with vertically pointing and

scanning radars and by soundings during three consecutive

winters. From vertically pointing radar, we have estimated

small-scale vertical air motions that show how the nature

of the air motion varies: at one end of the spectrum are

time spans with relatively uniform and weak air motions

(small-variance cases); at the other end of the spectrumare

spans of well-defined intermittent small-scale up- and

downdrafts (large-variance cases).

On average, the large-variance category occurs under

larger vertically integrated horizontal moisture fluxes and

there is some suggestion that they may occur under cases

with a stronger synoptic forcing. The large-variance cases

occur under stronger upstreamcross- and along-barrier flow

and are characterized by a low-level barrier jet. Composite

upstream soundings show that the effective stability of both

small-variance and large-variance composites is similar and

indicates for the most part static stability, with a few

of the observations indicating a small degree of in-

stability, mostly near the melting layer. The cells in the

large-variance category extend above this level, so they

may not be buoyant. In contrast, robust differences are

found between the two categories in the strength of the

winds and the shear, with the large-variance category

having considerably larger values. These results sug-

gest that the turbulence seen in the large-variance cases

is likely shear induced, although it is possible that

buoyant instability also plays a role.
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The stronger moisture fluxes observed in the large-

variance cases imply greater condensation rates over the

windward slopes. Rain gauge observations indicate that,

on average, segments in the large-variance category

have higher precipitation metrics than the smaller-

variance category. There were only a handful of seg-

ments that had similar vertically integrated moisture

fluxes both in the cross- and along-barrier direction,

which indicate that the large-variance segments produce

;13% more precipitation that the small-variance ones.

An important point is how the condensation is quickly

converted into precipitation that falls out on the wind-

ward slope. The observations indicate that large-variance

cases do not produce orographic precipitation via smooth

laminar ascent of the flow over the topography. Instead,

they are populated by small-scale cells of enhanced up-

ward motions and turbulence. In this paper we propose

that inside the cells, the moisture flowing into the region

from the upstream is effectively and quickly converted

into condensate. The vertically pointing radar observa-

tions show that the upwardmotionswithin the cells are on

the order of 1–3ms21, which is strong enough to produce

regions of enhanced cloudwater. Scanning radar shows that

the cells are marked just below the bright band by maxima

of reflectivity on the same scale as the air motions shown by

Doppler radial velocity variations on the vertically pointing

and scanning radars. The cells just below the melting layer

are further characterized by maxima of ZDR, which in-

dicates that they are populated by drops formed from the

melting of aggregates of ice particles. Peak values of

Doppler spectrumwidthoccurred inside the cells, indicating

that subcellular turbulent motions could have favored large

differential fall velocities thatwouldbe ideal for aggregation

of ice particles in the cells. The fact that the cells are centers

of updraft motion suggests that they may be centers of

condensation where the likelihood of supercooled cloud

water would be maximized to promote the growth of par-

ticles by coalescence and riming. The turbulent motions

would also have favored coalescence and riming in the cells

by enhancing the probability of particle collisions. Thus, we

propose that all the microphysical processes needed for

hastening the fallout of the condensed water over the

windward slopes are probably operating in the cells.

Cannon et al. (2012) have shown that cells on the

windward slope of an idealized mountain are capable of

effectively producing condensate by tapping into the

moisture that resides at higher vertical levels, compared

with what a laminar flow could do. In their study, there

was no preexisting precipitating cloud and the additional

condensate was lost thought evaporation yielding very

little area-averaged precipitation enhancement. How-

ever, in the storms studied in this paper, there was pre-

existing precipitation before the moist flow reached the

terrain.Wepropose that the precipitation falling from the

storm was able to effectively collect the orographically

generated moisture inside the cells. This is similar to the

well-known seeder-feeder process; however, in our cases

the seeder and the feeder fields are not uniform but in-

stead consists of pockets of local maxima, which we sus-

pect produce a very efficient washout of the condensate.

The cellular elements that contribute tomicrophysical

enhancement of precipitation fallout on the windward

foothills of the Sierras sometimes occur in mesoscale

wind-parallel, shear-perpendicular bands that may be a

form of Kelvin–Helmholtz billows. These bands have

been seen repeatedly in the large-variance storms. We

suggest, however, that while these bands are an in-

teresting fluid dynamical phenomenon, they are not the

crucial elements of windward-side precipitation en-

hancement. As described above, the essential features

of the precipitation enhancement are the turbulent

updraft cells embedded in the bands. The mesoscale

bands are somewhat analogous to carrier waves, which

are the preferred location for the smaller highly

turbulent cells.

Recent studies over the Sierra Nevada point out to

shortcomings in our understanding of orographic pre-

cipitation in this region. Lundquist et al. (2010) found that

the precipitation cannot be adequately explained by an

idealized model of orographic precipitation. Reeves et al.

(2008) concluded that winter storms producing moderate/

heavy precipitation are not all necessarily driven by the

same dynamics. The current paper presents radar obser-

vations of precipitation and flow features over the wind-

ward slopes of the Sierra Nevada that are not included in

simplified orographic precipitationmodels and, hence,may

provide new insight into the mechanisms of enhancement

of precipitation to help close the gap in our knowledge.
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APPENDIX A

Brightband Height Calculation

The brightband height (BBH) was calculated by a

method similar to that proposed by White et al. (2002),
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TABLE B1. Time information of segments used in this study. For each segment it is indicated if it belongs to the small- or large-variance

category according to proxy A, if it is composed exclusively of snow, and if there is an SHS sounding associated with it.

Segment No. Start date

Start time

(UTC)

Variance category:

Large (L) or small (S) Exclusively snow?

Associated SHS

sounding date

Associated SHS

sounding time

1 1 Dec 2005 1812:07 L N — —

2 18 Dec 2005 0752:59 S N — —

3 18 Dec 2005 0952:15 S N — —

4 18 Dec 2005 1152:26 S N — —

5 19 Dec 2005 1050:09 S N — —

6 22 Dec 2005 1236:49 L N — —

7 22 Dec 2005 1550:13 L N — —

8 22 Dec 2005 1748:25 L N — —

9 22 Dec 2005 1948:39 L N — —

10 25 Dec 2005 2024:49 S N — —

11 25 Dec 2005 2224:06 L N — —

12 26 Dec 2005 0024:29 S N — —

13 26 Dec 2005 0224:42 S N — —

14 27 Dec 2005 2056:59 S N — —

15 28 Dec 2005 0200:39 L N — —

16 28 Dec 2005 0850:21 L N — —

17 28 Dec 2005 1246:44 S N — —

18 28 Dec 2005 1444:57 L N — —

19 30 Dec 2005 2010:38 L N — —

20 30 Dec 2005 2208:51 L N — —

21 31 Dec 2005 0010:07 L N 30 Dec 2005 2258

22 31 Dec 2005 0210:25 L N 31 Dec 2005 0206

23 31 Dec 2005 0410:38 L N 31 Dec 2005 0206

24 31 Dec 2005 0608:52 L N 31 Dec 2005 0502

25 31 Dec 2005 0810:08 L N 31 Dec 2005 0801

26 31 Dec 2005 1010:22 L N 31 Dec 2005 0801

27 31 Dec 2005 1210:35 L N 31 Dec 2005 1057

28 31 Dec 2005 1408:48 L N 31 Dec 2005 1057

29 2 Jan 2006 1430:50 S N 2 Jan 2006 1357

30 2 Jan 2006 1630:12 S N 2 Jan 2006 1357

31 2 Jan 2006 1830:34 S N 2 Jan 2006 1659

32 2 Jan 2006 2030:50 S N 2 Jan 2006 1659

33 14 Jan 2006 1102:37 L N 14 Jan 2006 1101

34 30 Jan 2006 1922:14 L N — —

35 2 Feb 2006 0130:44 L N — —

36 28 Feb 2006 0122:29 L N 27 Feb 2006 2301

37 2 Mar 2006 0930:09 S Y 2 Mar 2006 0920

38 2 Mar 2006 1128:26 S Y 2 Mar 2006 1102

39 6 Mar 2006 0144:55 L N — —

40 28 Mar 2006 0112:35 L N — —

41 31 Mar 2006 0228:11 L N — —

42 1 Apr 2006 0004:57 L N — —

43 3 Apr 2006 0249:01 S N — —

44 3 Apr 2006 0448:38 S N — —

45 4 Apr 2006 1932:37 L N — —

46 8 Apr 2006 0214:42 L N — —

47 11 Apr 2006 2200:38 S N — —

48 12 Apr 2006 1144:29 S N — —

49 12 Apr 2006 1342:42 S N — —

50 16 Apr 2006 0210:41 L N — —

51 16 Apr 2006 0408:57 L N — —

52 16 Apr 2006 0610:16 L N — —

53 16 Apr 2006 1008:48 S N — —

54 16 Apr 2006 1210:06 S N — —

55 16 Apr 2006 1410:21 S N — —

56 11 Nov 2006 1204:40 L N — —
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which is based on the observation that the vertical gra-

dients of Doppler radial velocity and reflectivity are

large and negatively correlated just below the bright

band. The method developed by White et al. (2002) was

modified and adapted to work and produce optimum

results when applied to the vertically pointing data used

in this paper. One important difference is that in this

paper the brightband identification algorithm was not

applied directly to individual radar profiles but rather to

mean profiles. A 10-min runningmeanwas used to obtain

mean profiles of Doppler radial velocity and reflectivity.

As described in section 2, the data of interest consisted of

periods characterized by relatively deep and long-lasting

precipitation; therefore, it was not necessary to perform a

preliminary evaluation on whether a particular profile

coincided with precipitation.

Similarly to White et al. (2002), the initial test to de-

termine if the algorithm will be applied evaluates whether

there are at least two range gates in the lowest 3km of the

mean Doppler radial velocity and reflectivity profiles with

values greater than 2.5ms21 and 15dBZ, respectively.A1

This initial test removes profiles with weak signals, which

tend to be noisy. If the mean profiles satisfy these condi-

tions, then the algorithm inquires whether a bright band

exists. A bright band is said to exist if there is at least one

gate where the vertical gradients inDoppler radial velocity

and reflectivity are#27.143 1023 s21 and$10dBkm21,

respectively. If a bright band exists, a search is performed

to find the maximum reflectivity in the 0.5-km layer above

the base of the layer of large reflectivity gradients. The

height of this maximum is designated as the BBH. When

the BBH information is missing for time spans of less

than 1h, the values are temporally interpolated using a

linear combination of the previous and following estima-

tions. This is justified because this study is concerned with

TABLE B1. (Continued)

Segment No. Start date

Start time

(UTC)

Variance category:

Large (L) or small (S) Exclusively snow?

Associated SHS

sounding date

Associated SHS

sounding time

57 9 Dec 2006 0615:38 L N 9 Dec 2006 0515

58 10 Dec 2006 0426:40 L N 10 Dec 2006 0200

59 12 Dec 2006 0320:56 S N — —

60 12 Dec 2006 0520:46 S N — —

61 12 Dec 2006 1031:54 S N — —

62 21 Dec 2006 1817:54 S N 21 Dec 2006 1459

63 21 Dec 2006 2017:42 S N 21 Dec 2006 1902

64 21 Dec 2006 2217:41 S N 21 Dec 2006 1902

65 7 Feb 2007 1635:45 S N — —

66 9 Feb 2007 0215:37 S N 8 Feb 2007 2300

67 10 Feb 2007 1110:01 S N 10 Feb 2007 0715

68 21 Apr 2007 2146:45 S N — —

69 4 Dec 2007 0636:48 L N — —

70 6 Dec 2007 1526:41 L N 6 Dec 2007 1401

71 6 Dec 2007 1724:54 S N 6 Dec 2007 1718

72 6 Dec 2007 1926:36 S N 6 Dec 2007 1718

73 6 Dec 2007 2124:54 S N 6 Dec 2007 2000

74 7 Dec 2007 0608:39 S N 7 Dec 2007 0459

75 7 Dec 2007 0808:20 L N 7 Dec 2007 0459

76 7 Dec 2007 1008:35 S N 7 Dec 2007 0459

77 7 Dec 2007 1208:15 S N 7 Dec 2007 1100

78 28 Dec 2007 0222:28 S Y — —

79 29 Dec 2007 0351:13 S Y — —

80 4 Jan 2008 1245:02 L N 4 Jan 2008 1100

81 4 Jan 2008 1443:15 L N 4 Jan 2008 1100

82 4 Jan 2008 1644:59 L N 4 Jan 2008 1521

83 4 Jan 2008 1843:12 L N 4 Jan 2008 1521

84 5 Jan 2008 1918:27 L Y — —

85 27 Jan 2008 1020:26 L N 27 Jan 2008 0800

86 27 Jan 2008 1848:51 S N 27 Jan 2008 1659

87 29 Jan 2008 1535:05 S Y — —

88 29 Jan 2008 1734:47 S Y — —

89 24 Feb 2008 0053:26 S Y 23 Feb 2008 2259

A1 The two gates closest to the surface were ignored in this cal-

culation because in general they tended to have a higher degree of

noise than the gates above.
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long-lasting and relatively deep cases as observed in the

vertically pointing radar.

All of the thresholds used in the algorithm were fine-

tuned to the database used in this paper and the results

were visually inspected to ensure physical consistency. The

selected threshold gave the lowest number of false alarms.

APPENDIX B

Information about Segments

Time information for segments used in this study is

shown in Table B1.
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